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For more information, pricing options, consortium arrangements and free institutional 30-day trials please contact
our Sales department at sales@brill.com.

Brill’s Online Resources Price List 2015 - January 2015   11

About Brill’s Online Resources
The majority of Brill’s Online Resources are available on f ive state-of-the-art platforms, each of 
which are home to specific content types:

brill.com (Brill's webshop, catalog and all E-Book and Journal content in one place) 
referenceworks.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Reference Works)
bibliographies.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Bibliographies)
primarysources.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Primary Source Collections)
dictionaries.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Dictionaries)
dh.brill.com/scholarlyeditions/ (text editions, critical editions, facsimiles, translations, and commentaries)
All new platforms have been created in close cooperation with researchers 
and are based on the latest technological developments.

All new platforms offer
- personalization tools
- social bookmarking
- alerting services
- different search and browsing options (e.g. by title, by selection of titles, all titles)

BrillOnline for librarians
- clear distinction between subscribed and unsubscribed content
- Shibboleth login
- COUNTER compliant usage statistics
- SUSHI user statistics
- compliance with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (PAS 78)
- admin tool for librarians (incl. open URL preferences)
- branding options to institutional customers
- no DRM
- free MARC records

Brill offers Online Resources on an outright purchase or calendar year subscription basis.

Outright purchase
- An outright purchase gives the library full archival rights.
- An outright purchase comprises a one-time fee, followed by annual update fees (if the content is still being updated).
- Update fees are charged from year 2 onwards, giving the library access to new content.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.

A copy of our license agreement for outright purchases can be found at brill.com/page/librarians. 
Please note that Brill does not charge hosting / maintenance / platform fees for outright purchases.

Calendar year subscription
- Brill offers calendar year subscriptions and therefore the fee is pro-rated if the subscription starts during the year.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.
- The library has access to new content updates issued during the period of the subscription.
- There are no archival rights if the library decides not to renew the subscription.

A copy of our license agreement for subscriptions can be found at brill.com/page/librarians.

Where to Order 

For more information please contact us at sales-nl@brill.com or sales-us@brill.com for customers in the Americas.

 and WCAG
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Classic Brazilian Cinema Online

Project Advisor: Rafael de Luna Freire, Universidade Federal Fluminense

• More information on brill.com/bco
• E-ISSN 2589-899x

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 8.355 / US$ 9,500

Subject
Latin America
Performing Arts

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Sources from the Cinemateca do Museu de Arte Moderna (MAM) in Rio de  Janeiro, 
New York University Libraries, and four private collectors in Brazil.

Brazilian cinema gained international acclaim through the Cinema Novo of 
Glauber Rocha, Nelson Pereira dos Santos and other directors in the 1960s. Yet 
Brazil produced numerous films throughout its various regions since as early as 
1896. Until now, a proper appreciation of early Brazilian cinema has been 
hampered by the loss of a significant number of the films, as well as a lack of 
available printed sources pertaining to Brazil’s movie industry. 

This collection remedies this situation by providing easy online access to more 
than sixty Brazilian movie magazines, from the earliest ones published in the 
1910s to later magazines covering the 1960s and early ‘70s. Many of them survive 
in only a few or even single copies and have not been available to researchers 
before. By bringing together film magazines from institutions and private 
collections in both Brazil and the United States, this collection dramatically 
increases the number of sources available to researchers interested in 
understanding the role of cinema in the largest country in Latin America.

The breadth and diversity of this collection, which includes a number of short-
lived publications, embody the richness and complexity of cinema in Brazilian 
society and culture. It will serve as an invaluable tool for historians, 
anthropologists, sociologist, designers, and many others.

- More than 60 magazines
- Fan magazines, trade magazines, Cinema Novo magazines
- Covering the period 1913–1974
- Ca. 75,000 full-color images
- MARC21 catalog records available

2

Publication Date JUN 2020
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Warfare in North America, c. 1756-1815
British Perspectives
Academic Advisor:  Stephen Conway, University College London

• More information on brill.com/wna

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 9,500 / US $ 10,800 

Subject
American History, History of Warfare

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This collection makes available a wide selection of original documents held at 
The National Archives, London, concerning warfare in North America from the 
Seven Years War (1754-1763), the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), to 
the War of 1812 (1812-1815). This large collection of primary source documents 
offers a unique perspective on the British view of the period, which saw a 
turbulent transition of the North American colonies from British rule to fully-
fledged independence. 

Many different types of document are represented in the collection. Letters are 
the most common, while there are also military and intelligence reports, 
memoranda of various kinds, petitions and memorials from civilians, order 
books giving insight into logistical and financial issues, newspaper extracts, and 
material on legal cases. Most documents are hand-written, including a few 
plans and maps, while some are printed. The vast majority of the texts are 
written in English, with some in French and some in Spanish. Some letters 
containing confidential information are even written in cypher. Warfare is the 
overarching theme of the collection. 

Warfare is a major theme of the collection, with insight offered into both 
terrestrial and naval military operations on the ground and up to the very 
highest levels of command. Topics such as campaigns, tactics, deployments, 
equipment, morale, finances, are covered in detail, offering fascinating glimpses 
of the functioning of armies in the 18th and early 19th centuries, and illustrating 
the particular challenges of war in North America and its impact on the 
population – native, enslaved, as well as settlers of European lineage. Other 
military themes are also covered, such as the dynamics of leadership, 
allegiance, and identity; patronage and promotion; intelligence and 
communication; prisoners of war; and the daily lives of soldiers

• Unique access to over 37,000 documents, spread across over 65,000 double-
  spread images 
• All documents drawn from The National Archives, London, offering a British 

view in this key period of North American history, tracking 60 years f   from

• Supplemented with searchable index terms per document, an academic 
 introduction, further reading list, and maps 

•  Includes MARC 21 catalogue records 

Publication date: Q4 2020

colonialism to independence
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Encyclopedia of Jewish History and Culture Online & 
Enzyklopädie jüdischer Geschichte und Kultur

• More information on brill.com/ejhc
• IISSN: 2468-8894

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
•  Outright Purchase: € 4,387 / US$ 5,146

Subject 
Jewish  Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This online English edition is available as a set alongside the German 
Enzyklopädie jüdischer Geschichte und Kultur. The prices mentioned are 
for the combined bundle of Encyclopedia of Jewish History Culture Online 
and Enzyklopädie jüdischer Geschichte und Kultur. The English edition 
will also be available in print.

From Europe to America to the Middle East, North Africa and other non-
European Jewish settlement areas the Encyclopedia of Jewish History and 
Culture covers the recent history of the Jews from 1750 until the 1950s. 
Translated from German into English, approximately 800 keywords 
present the current state of international research and depict a complex 
portrait of Jewish life - illustrated by many maps and images. About 40 
key articles convey central themes on topics like autonomy, exile, 
emancipation, literature, liturgy, music or the science of Judaism. The 
seventh volume index offers a detailed list of persons, places and subjects 
that creates a reliable reference for working with the encyclopedia. The 
encyclopedia provides knowledge in an overall context and offers 
academics and other interested readers new insights into Jewish history 
and culture. It is an outstanding contribution to the understanding of 
Judaism and modernity.

4
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Harvard University Asia Center E-Book Collection

• For more information brill.com/hace
• ISSN: 2666-0806

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
•  Outright Purchase: € 21,106 / US$ 23,998

Subject
Asian Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Harvard University Asia Center E-Book Collection is a collaboration between 
Brill and Harvard University Asia Center. This collection includes 527 titles 
published by Harvard University Asia Center. Nearly all titles belong to one of 
three monograph series: Harvard East Asian Monographs (419 titles), Harvard-
Yenching Institute Monographs (about 90 titles), and the Harvard Contemporary 
China Series (about a dozen titles). Around 16-20 new titles will be published 
annually as separately available supplements. 

By country, approximately 50% of the books in this collection are on China, 
40% Japan, 10% Korea, and 1% other (Vietnam, India, Mongolia and other 
Asian regions). By field, approximately 50% of the books in this collection are 
on history, 20% literature, 5% business & economics, 5% religion, 5% politics & 
policy, 5% anthropology, sociology & regional studies, 3% art history, 3% 
popular culture & cinema, and 1% law, with a few miscellaneous topics. 

Publication Date MAR 2020
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Chinese Iconography Thesaurus

• More information on brill.com/cit

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
OPEN ACCESS

Subject
General, Art History, China,
Asian Studies, East Asia, Asian Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department
at sales@brill.com.

The Chinese Iconography Thesaurus (CIT) is freely accessible and brings 
together sinology, art history and information studies to create the first 
alternative classification scheme, especially designed for the Chinese visual 
culture, with a complementary image archive. Traditionally iconography has 
been used to index and access images of European art. 

Because of the lack of alternative models, the contents of non-Western art 
objects have long been catalogued according to Eurocentric classifications. To 
fill this gap, a research group led by Hongxing Zhang, Senior Curator of Chinese 
collections at the V&A London, created the CIT. 

The CIT website is built and hosted by Brill. The database can be consulted in 
both Chinese and English and is regularly updated; Currently, it contains 10,000 
terms extracted primarily from pre-1900 sources and 2700 images of objects 
from the V&A, the MET, and the NPM Taipei.

6

Publication Date JUN 2020
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7

Japan Year Books Online

• For more information brill.com/jybo
• E-ISSN: 2686-6650

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
•  Subscription rate: € 2,900 / US$ 3.290

Subject
East Asia Asian Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Published from Tokyo by the Foreign Affairs Association of Japan from 
1933-1952, for almost the entire period of the Fifteen Year War (1931-1945), Like 
their sister publication, Contemporary Japan, the Japan Times Yearbooks offer a 
detailed, comprehensive yet partial view of the Japanese nation and its 
endeavours two years into its long engagement in the China conflict. These 
bulky, often 1,000-plus page volumes run through the years from the formal 
establishment of Manchukuo through Japan’s near-total destruction in 1945 to 
the outbreak of the Korean War and consequent rebuilding and recovery of 
Japan. 

The semi-official Foreign Affairs Association of Japan, which had taken over the 
publication from the Japan Times, published from a wholly Japanese viewpoint 
until defeat in 1945 and the Occupation of Japan, when a thorough revamp of 
direction, style and above all narrative began under SCAP. 

These volumes constitute densely detailed, partial yet accurate and essential 
statistical, name-rich, politically loaded historical sources for scholars of the 
period. A useful contrast to the China Year Books and Chinese Year Books 
published in Tianjin, Shanghai and elsewhere from 1915-1945. 

Note: Virtually complete, save volumes for 1937, 1948-1949. As these emerge, 
they will be added to Japan Year Books Online, 1933-1952 at no extra cost to 
purchasers.

Publication Date FEB 2020
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Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 4: 
The Shangoda Collections from Dagestan

• More information on brill.com/mm4o
• Publication Date: AUG 2020

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 9,900 / US$112,100

Subject 
CMiddle East and Islamic Studies; History & Culture 

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Middle Eastern Manuscripts Online 4 (MEMO4) includes the 150 manuscripts 
and a small number of printed works that form the collection of Rafi’ 
Shamghudi (1863-1932), a famous scholar and bibliophile from Shangoda, a 
town in central Dagestan. The private collection was gathered by several 
generations of scholars from the Shamghudi family. Rafi’ Shamghudi 
inherited them and added further texts on his travels to Mecca, Yemen, and 
Egypt. 

When rumours of Shamghudi’s arrest reached his hometown, scholars 
decided to hide the library in the basement of the local Friday mosque. The 
library remained hidden throughout the Soviet period and was recovered 
only in July 2001. The collection, with texts in Arabic and Persian, includes 
copies from the Timurid period. All metadata is Library of Congress-
compliant.

8
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9

World Christian Encyclopedia Online

•
Publication date: AUG 2020 

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 800 / US $ 890 

Subject
General, Theology and World Christianity

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This in the online version of the third edition of the World Christian 
Encyclopedia, one of the most-cited reference works in mission and World 
Christianity studies. The Encyclopedia documents the changing status of World 
Christianity over the past 120 years from historical and social scientific 
perspectives. It records the continued shift of Christianity to the Global South 
and contains estimates for religious and nonreligious a liation in every 
country of the world, including detail on Christianity to the denominational 
level. This reference work features comprehensive descriptions of all Christian 
traditions, including current information on the uniqueness of Christian 
experiences around the world. 

The online version is fully text searchable, contains cross references, links to the 
World Christian Database and additional photo material.

 More information on brill.com/wceo 
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Amsterdam Studies in Classical Philology Online

• More information on brill.com/aspo
• ISBN 97890044199025

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 2,434 / US$ 2,767

Subject
Classical Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Amsterdam Studies in Classical Philology is a series of studies on Greek 
and Latin language and literature that are informed by modern literary and 
linguistic theories (e.g. functional grammar, discourse linguistics, narratology) 
and their interaction. This online collection includes works by prominent 
Dutch scholars such as Albert Rijksbaron and Harm Pinkster, representing the 
influential linguistically-informed "Amsterdam" approach to classical 
scholarship. The collection, containing both monographs and edited volumes, 
includes all 31 volumes of the Amsterdam Studies. As of volume 32, the series 
will be continued as The Language of Classical Literature .

10
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Apuleius Online

• More information on brill.com/apo
• E-ISSN 2666-867Z

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 3,850 / US$ 4,350

Subject
General, Classical Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This online publication o fers the text of Apuleius' Metamorphoses, along with 
the acclaimed Groningen Commentary Series to this text, and an English 
translation. Additionally, the texts of Pro se de Magia and Florida are included 
as well as commentaries for both works by Vincent Hunink.  

Apuleius of Madauros wrote his eleven books of the Metamorphoses (or The 
Golden Ass) in the late second century CE. It is the first fully extant specimen of 
an extended Latin work of prose fiction. It is written in a Latin which on the 
one hand shows elements of the everyday speech and of the colloquial language 
of the period, but on the other hand incorporates these elements in a 
sophisticated prose which bears the more general characteristics of an 
archaizing, artificial language. For the study of Latin prose art as well as of the 
development of everyday or colloquial Latin this work is an important 
monument, representative of the Latin prose art of the period. Apart from a 
purely philological and linguistic point of view, this text is equally important for 
the study of the development of Latin and European literature. Virtually lost 
during the Early Middle Ages, the Metamorphoses came to be known and 
imitated from the fourteenth century onwards, and has undoubtedly played an 
important role during the emergence of the novelistic literature of Western 
Europe. 

The acclaimed Groningen commentary to the Metamorphoses was published as 
a multi-volume book series between 1977 and 2015 by the Groningen 
Commentaries on Apuleius group. It includes the text itself, a commentary and 
a translation. The complete series is now available online for the first time. 

A commentary on Book III of the Metamorphoses is still missing from the online 
edition. Dr Leonardo Costantini is currently working on completing the work 
(forthcoming, 2022). In print, the Groningen commentary is also available as a 
set in the series Apuleius Madaurensis.

11

Publication Date JUN 2020
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Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava Online

• More information on brill.com/plbo
• E-ISSN 2666-6960

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 2,750 / US$ 3,127

Subject
Classical Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This collection includes the first 36 volumes of the series Papyrologica 
Lugduno-Batava (1941-2018). It contains publications of papyrological, mainly 
documentary texts, as well as articles and monographs, on the themes of law 
and society in Ancient Egypt, in particular in the Graeco-Roman period. The 
focus of the series lies on the Greek and Demotic sources, however attention is 
also given to documents in Hieratic, Coptic and Latin. The series is a 
publication of the Foundation for the Papyrological Institute of the University 
of Leiden. The aim of the Foundation is the promotion of the study of Greek 
and Demotic papyrology in Leiden. All publications in this series are peer 
reviewed.

Editors: Willy Clarysse, Koenraad Donker Van Heel, F.A.J. Hoogendijk 
and Sven P. Vleeming

12
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Encyclopedia of Slavic Languages and
Linguistics Online
Editor-In-Chief: Marc L. Greenberg, University of Kansas
General Editor: Lenore A. Grenoble, University of Chicago

• More information on brill.com/eslo
• ISSN 2589-6229

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
•  Outright Purchase: € 1.580 / US$ 1.796 

Subject
Dictionaries, Encyclopedias & Bibliographies, Languages 
and Linguistics

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Encyclopedia of Slavic Languages and Linguistics offers the most comprehensive 
reference work on Slavic languages ever published, with some 400 articles. It 
provides authoritative treatment of all important aspects of the Slavic language 
family from its Indo-European origins to the present day, as well as
consideration of the interaction of Slavic with other languages.

Features and Benefits:

- Contributions from leading scholars of Slavic languages worldwide.
-  Up-to-date references on legal and sociolinguistic developments of languages 

after the fall of multiethnic states.
-  Integrated articles on the interactions between linguistics, archaeology, and 

genetics to illuminate ancient Slavic-speaking communities.
-  State-of-the art reports on pertinent issues in Slavic semantics, pragmatics, 

discourse studies and more.
- Coverage of theoretical approaches that emerged in Slavic linguistics.
- Detailed, color maps.

Publication Date APR 2020
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Sovereign Limits

International Boundaries Database

• More information on brill.com/sidb
• ISSN 2666-7983

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Online Subscription: € 1.950 / US$ 2.250 

Subject
International Law 

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Sovereign Limits is the world’s most comprehensive and thoroughly researched 
digital database of land and maritime boundaries. Trusted by industry leaders 
in web mapping and large research institutions, Sovereign Limits provides 
robust spatial and analytical information on every international border. The 
database offers a detailed mapping scale of 1:25,000 or larger, attributed GIS 
data, instant access to primary source documents, and much more.

Sovereign Limits is intended for use in the research, visualization, and mapping 
of international borders that define up sovereignty on land and at sea. Easily 
accessed through an intuitive, interactive map on your web browser, Sovereign 
Limits has several key features that set it apart from other land and maritime 
boundary datasets. It is composed of spatial data of various types which, when 
viewed together, give a complete view of sovereignty and overlapping boundary 
claims around the world. Across components the data is topologically tied, 
meaning there are no gaps or missing sections. This allows a complete view of 
the sovereign footprint of each country both on land and into maritime space. 

Key components include:
-  Highly detailed interactive maps, capable of showing boundary data at large 

scales atop multiple basemap options. 
- Primary sources are attached to each international boundary.
-  “State-view” allows to filter a map by country to see their “sovereign footprint” 

on land and at sea.
- Extensive research and maps attached to each boundary.
-  Combines all land and maritime boundaries into a cohesive database, which 

enables users to better understand the true sovereign footprint for every State, 
and their dependencies

Publication date Q1/Q2 2020
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Maimonides’ Medical Works Online

• More information on brill.com/mmwo

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase Price € 3.000 / US $ 3.400

Subject
Subjects: Middle East & Islamic Studies, Jewish Studies, 
History

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Maimonides Medical Works Online aims to provide critical editions of all 
surviving medical works by the famous rabbi, philosopher and medical doctor 
Moses Maimonides (1138-1204). 

Born in Muslim Spain, his career took him to Morocco and Egypt, where he 
became the personal physician to the famous ruler Saladin. His work was well-
received both by Muslims and non-Muslims all over the Islamic world. This 
unique online publication brings together the translations of all Maimonides’ 
surviving medical works as translated and edited by Gerrit Bos and a host of 
other experts in the field.  

Maimonides Medical Works Online is of great value to those with an academic 
interest in Medieval History, Middle Eastern and Jewish History and History of 
Medicine and Science. It is published on Scholarly Editions, Brill’s bespoke 
platform for Text Editions. This platform o fers many convenient features for 
working with Text Editions including: side-by-side reading of original and 
translated texts, easy features for citing and exporting, customizable text 
scaling, support for right-to-left text scripts and more.  

15

Publication Date JUN 2020
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A Literary History of Medicine - The ʿUyūn
al-anbāʾ fī ṭabaqāt al-aṭibbāʾ of Ibn Abī
Uṣaybiʿah Online

Edited and translated by Emilie Savage-Smith, Simon Swain 
and Geert Jan van Gelder

• More information on brill.com/lhom

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
OPEN ACCESS

Subject
Philosophy, Theology & Science, Middle East and Islamic 
Studies, Ancient Science & Medicine, Classical Studies, 
History of Medicine, History, History & Culture, Middle East 
and Islamic Studies, Literature, Arts & Science, Literature 
and Cultural Studies 

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

A Literary History of Medicine - The ʿUyūn al-anbāʾ fī ṭabaqāt alaṭibbā ʾ of Ibn Abī 
Uṣaybiʿah Online offers a complete, annotated translation along with a new 
edition of the celebrated, informative and entertaining history of medicine – the 
first of its kind – by the Syrian physician Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿah (d. 1270), together 
with several introductory essays. A Literary History of Medicine is the earliest 
comprehensive history of medicine. It contains biographies of over 432 
physicians, ranging from the ancient Greeks to the author’s contemporaries, 
describing their training and practice, often as court physicians, and listing 
their medical works; all this interlaced with poems and anecdotes. The reader 
will find in this work an Islamic society that worked closely with Christians 
and Jews, deeply committed to advancing knowledge and applying it to health 
and wellbeing.

Generously funded by the Wellcome Trust, this is an open access title 
distributed under the terms of the CC-BY-NC 4.0 License, which permits any 
non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original author(s) and source are credited. 

This work is also available as a print set (hardback, 5 volumes).

Publication Date JAN 2020



Forthcoming Online Resources in 2020 

Inter-Disciplinary Press Literature & Cultural Studies Special 
E-Book Collection, 2009-2016
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
 Outright Purchase: € 3,928 / US$ 4,792

Inter-Disciplinary Press Philosophy & Religion Special E-Book 
Collection, 2009-2016
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
 Outright Purchase: € 721 / US$ 880

Inter-Disciplinary Press Sociology, Politics and Education 
Special E-book Collection, 2009-2016 
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
 Outright Purchase: € 4,448 / US$ 5,427

Studies in Reformed Theology online E-Book Collection Series
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
 Outright Purchase: € 2,855 / US$ 3,246
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Order Information and Contact Page

Customers in the Americas 
BRILL USA
2 Liberty Square, Elevent h Floor 
Boston, MA 02109
USA
T +1 617 263 2323

 F +1 617 263 2324
sales@brill.com

Where to Order

Online Products
Customers Outside the Americas 
BRILL
P.O. Box 9000
2300 PA Leiden
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)71-53 53 500
F +31 (0)71-53 17 532
sales@brill.com

Sales information and customer assistance

Free 30-day trials are available to institutions. Please contact our sales department to request a trial: sales@brill.com

For our General Ordering Information and Conditions of Sale please see brill.com or contact our sales department directly at 
sales@brill.com 

All prices may be subject to change without prior notice. Prices do not include VAT (applicable only to residents of the Netherlands and residents of other EU member states without a 
VAT registration number). Prices do not include shipping & handling except for journals where shipping and handling is included in the price (applicable to all customers worldwide). 
Customers in Canada, USA and Mexico will be charged in US Dollars. Please note that due to fl uctuations in the exchange rate, the US dollar amounts charged to credit card holders 
may vary slightly from the prices advertised. For non-exempt customers in the USA sales tax will be charged for purchases originating from MA, MO, NY, and VA

H
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Order Information and Contact Page

Customers in the Americas
BRILL USA
2 Liberty Square, Eleventh Floor
Boston, MA 02109
USA
T +1 617 263 2323
T 866 249 4398 (toll free, US only)
F +1 617 263 2324
sales@brill.com

Where to Order

Online Products
Customers Outside the Americas
BRILL
P.O. Box 9000
2300 PA Leiden
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)71-53 53 500
F +31 (0)71-53 17 532
sales@brill.com

Sales information and customer assistance

Free 30-day trials are available to institutions, please contact our sales department to request a trial: sales@brill.com

For our General Ordering Information and Conditions of Sale please see brill.com or contact our sales department directly at 
sales@brill.com

All prices may be subject to change without prior notice. Prices do not include VAT (applicable only to residents of the Netherlands and residents of other EU member states without a 
VAT registration number). Prices do not include shipping & handling except for journals where shipping and handling is included in the price (applicable to all customers worldwide). 
Customers in Canada, USA and Mexico will be charged in US Dollars. Please note that due to fl uctuations in the exchange rate, the US dollar amounts charged to credit card holders 
may vary slightly from the prices advertised. For non-exempt customers in the USA sales tax will be charged for purchases originating from MA, MO, NY, and VA

Eustathius' Iliad Commentary
 Purchase Oprions and 2020 Prices 
Outright Purchase: € 1, 500 / US$ 1,695



• African Studies

• American Studies

• Ancient Near East and Egypt

• Art History

• Asian Studies

• Biblical Studies and Early Christianity

• Biology

• Book History and Cartography

• Classical Studies

• Education

• History

• Human Rights and Humanitarian Law

• International Law

• International Relations

• Jewish Studies

• Languages and Linguistics

• Literature and Cultural Studies

• Media Studies

• Middle East and Islamic Studies

• Philosophy

• Religious Studies

• Slavic and Eurasian Studies

• Social Sciences




